Twice Bitten: Chicagoland Vampires,
Book 3
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Merit, Chicago's newest vampire, is learning how to play well with others. Other supernaturals, that
is. Shapeshifters from across the country are convening in the Windy City, and as a gesture of
peace, Master vampire Ethan Sullivan has offered their leader a very special bodyguard: Merit.
Merit is supposed to protect the Alpha, Gabriel Keene - and to spy for the vamps while she's at it.
Oh, and luckily Ethan's offering some steamy one-on-one combat training sessions to help her
prepare for the mission. Merit must accept the assignment even though she knows that she'll
probably regret it. And she's not wrong. Someone is gunning for Gabriel Keene, and Merit soon
finds herself in the line of fire. She'll need all the help she can get to track down the would-be
assassin, but everywhere she turns, there are rising tensions between supernaturals - not least
between her and a certain centuries-old green-eyed Master vampire.
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I had high hopes for this series, it came so highly recommended, plus it was based in Chicago, so
that always catches my eye. Unfortunately, this book just doesn't add up to the hype as far as I'm
concerned. First off, getting really bored of the unexplained super chicks. The first page of the book
annoyed me because Merit describes herself as one of the most powerful vampires around, and
she's not even thirty years old.Here's my problem with this book in particular.After trudging through
120 pages, the story progressed no where, really. Merit gets attacked by some random vampire,
she's kind of out of it. Another vampire saves her by turning her into a vampire. She wakes up in his
club house, so to speak and she's given a quick update and taken home to where her equally ditzy

BFF Mallory seems all too excited and happy that her girl friend is now a vampire. First off, that
struck me as odd. So very odd that her friend would be so enthused about her being turned and not
the least bit concerned by the circumstances that lead her to be turned. The interaction between
Merit and Mallory seemed so awkward to me as I continued to read. They both seem so immature
and flighty. And their dialogue seemed forced and unnatural. Very unrealistic and childish for people
who were supposed to be adults. I also found it silly that she was more concerned about being
kicked out of school than being attacked, left for dead and turned into a vampire.Merit is told to read
the "Canon" which is like the vampire bible, and she casually does, not really taking it all that
seriously. She is told that within the next 7 days, she will be inducted as a full fledge member of the
house so she really needs to bone up on her vampire knowledge.
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